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CYCLING 10:10 REPORT

As a leading tax free Cycle to Work scheme provider, Cyclescheme has been 
encouraging and influencing the UK’s cycle to work culture for the past decade.
 
When we first set up Cyclescheme in 2005, there were just a few organisations 
keen to start promoting cycling to work. However, since ‘05, there have been 
mass developments in our cycling culture. There are more cycle highways, 
innovations in technology changing the experience, and an attitudinal shift is 
beginning to work in favour of two wheeled commuters. 

From 2001 to 2011, cycling grew at a rate of 1.4% a year, resulting in 90,000 
more cyclists on the road. Since ‘11, the UK has seen monumental milestones in 
cycling. We’ve seen the glory of the Olympics, witnessed the first Brit to win the 
Tour De France, and heard David Cameron state he wants to start ‘a cycling 
revolution’.

Now, as our research suggests, up to 7% of the population cycle to work and 
over 38,000 employers and more than 500,000 employees are signed up to 
Cyclescheme, which shows the vast number of organisations and individuals 
that are seeing the benefits of cycling to work. 

At this pivotal point in our history as an organisation, we wanted to reflect on 
how far the UK’s cycle to work culture has come in the past 10 years and how far 
we still need to go in order to become a true cycling nation.

This report has been developed by Cyclescheme in collaboration with some of 
the UK’s leading cycling organisations – British Cycling, Sustrans, CycleChic and 
Brompton – alongside representatives from some of the world’s most pioneering 
cycling nations: The Dutch Embassy and The Danish Cycling Federation.

It is a representation of our belief that by working with cycling organisations, 
government departments and key influencers within the cycle industry, there is 
huge potential to increase the number of people cycling to work to over one 
million by 2025.

Founder, Cyclescheme, 
the UK’s leading Cycle to Work scheme provider

RICHARD GRIGSBY

1. FOREWORD 01
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Produced to coincide with Cyclescheme’s 10 year anniversary, this report 
offers a celebration and reflection of the past decade of cycling to work and 
a look ahead to the future of commuting by bike.
 
It begins by exploring the key milestones in cycling to work over the past 
decade, alongside some of the benefits that have been unveiled for the                  
individual, employers and society. 

The consequent pages explore the present day – where does cycling to work 
stand as a transport option today, what does the average cycle commuter 
look like and why are so many of us now deciding to swap four wheels for two? 

Finally we take a look at the future, firstly delving into the improvements and 
changes needed in order for the UK to become a true cycle to work nation, 
and then predicting how we expect cycle commuting to change in the next 
decade and the positive impacts this can have on individuals, the environment 
and the economy.

Based on the findings revealed in this report, Cyclescheme’s vision and 
desires for cycling to work by 2025 are as follows:

• More than a million people cycle to work regularly in the UK by 2025

• The percentage of women cycling commuters to have doubled

• Current London levels of cycling to work to be exceeded in Manchester, Leeds, 
Liverpool, Sheffield and Newcastle

• Cyclists/cycling to be seen as a mainstream and legitimate form of transport by 
all other road users

1. Commit to create a world class cycling infrastructure for the most popular cycle 
commuter routes by ring-fencing budget of at least £500 million for local authorities 
in the largest urban areas

2. DfT and local authorities to adopt and implement cycle design standards that 
meet or exceed the best from the rest of the world, such as the Netherlands

3. The UK’s top 1,000 employers to commit to providing incentives for their staff to 
cycle to and at work, including showers, bike racks, training and 40p per mile 
allowance for business cycling

4. Cycle training to be a mandatory part of the standard UK driving test

5. Cycle training to be a mandatory part of the UK driving test for all commercial 
vehicle classes

6. All local authorities to ring-fence a percentage of their roads budget for cycling 
infrastructure

7. More role models cycling to work in normal clothes, including leaders from 
across the main industry and cultural sectors

8. Government departments, local authorities and public bodies to commit to a 
target of getting 10% of their staff travelling to work by bike

9. The extension of the cycle to work scheme to include those who are self-employed

10. All new office buildings required to provide cycle parking for a minimum 10% of 
their staff

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 02

10 WAYS TO HELP ACHIEVE THIS VISION
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3. THE PAST DECADE OF CYCLING TO WORK

20062005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

03
The last decade has seen great progress in Britain’s cycle to work culture. Here we 
look at the key milestones that have influenced today’s two wheel commute.
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4. WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR 04
There has been much research conducted into the benefits of cycling to work over the 
past decade, here we explore the key outcomes for the individual, employer and UK.

45%
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This section provides a snapshot of the UK’s current cycle to work culture, exploring 
the characteristics of the average cycle commuter, delving into why people are cycling 
to work in 2015 and unveiling new benefits.

The UK’s cycle to work culture has come a long way over the past 10 years; 
not least in terms of participation rates, the emergence of the Cycle to Work 
Alliance and the first ever Cycle to Work Day.
 
Now in 2015, cycling to work is more popular and more accessible than ever 
with more than one in twenty (7%)[xxi] of the population choosing to commute 
by bike. Britain is arguably on track to becoming a true cycling nation.

We have been pleased to note increasing attention being paid in the UK to cycling and 
cycle safety by both local and national government, in parliament and in the media. We 
have been happy to share our experience and expertise, for example through our 
series of “Love Cycling, Go Dutch” conferences in six cities around the UK in 2012-13, 
and by supporting the London Cycling Campaign’s “Go Dutch” campaign in 2012 and 
their “Space for Cycling” campaign in 2014.

Lauren Harris, Dutch Embassy

I definitely feel cycling is on the agenda in the UK with many organisations working 
hard to keep it fresh in the minds of the country. I see a growing political interest in 
cycling in the UK. Boris Johnson sets very strong agendas, particularly in regards to the 
cycle superhighways.

Klaus Bondam, Director at Danish Cyclists’ Federation 

The National Cycle Network has played a significant part in improving the physical 
environment for cycle commuters and the provision of reduced cost bicycles through 
schemes, such as Cyclescheme, have also helped people to overcome the cost implications 
associated with cycling to work for the first time.

Simon Gait, acting national projects co-ordinator, Workplaces, Sustrans

5. CYCLE COMMUTING IN 2015

COMMUTING HABITS

Cyclescheme survey by Populus, 1,179 people who work, Feb 2015
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1. Pen portrait: the average two wheel commuter in 2015

The average cycle commuter in the UK in 2015 is 41, cycles to work three 
times a week, travelling an average 6-10 miles per return journey. They are 
most likely to have been cycling to work for 2-4 years and do so for either 
health, environmental and/or financial benefits. Keeping fit is very important 
to them and they are likely to eat healthier as a result. They spend an average 
of £227 on cycle clothing and equipment per year and have a household income 
of around £35-50K. They are most likely to be a BBC, Guardian and/or Metro 
reader[xxii] and the most popular bike of choice is the Genesis, Croix De Fer.[xxiii] 

Whilst the average commuter is still middle-aged and predominately male, we are 
seeing an influx of young professionals and women joining the scheme. In the past year 
alone we estimate that 20,000 women have joined Cyclescheme and more than a quarter 
of our members are under 35, suggesting a shift away from the MAMIL stereotype.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme
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2.  Why are Brits cycling to work?

WHY DO PEOPLE CYCLE TO WORK?

Cyclescheme annual survey, Feb 2015, 9,752 cyclists

Cyclescheme annual survey, Feb 2015, 9,752 cyclists
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With time pressures mounting and workloads continuing to rise, it is no 
surprise that people are turning to cycle commuting as a means to build 
exercise into their daily lives.

Whilst many commuters switch to cycling for health reasons, new research 
shows it is having a greater impact beyond weight loss and fitness. Cycle 
commuters are now seeing a snowball effect on their health, particularly 
with regards to alcohol consumption, smoking habits and healthy eating too.

to work are less
Those who cycle 

or drink heavily
likely to smoke

can benefit mental
Cycling to work

workplace stress
 health and reduce

choose to travel by 
Most cycle commuters

way to build exercise

into their daily lives

bike as it’s an easy

There’s a wealth of evidence that proves exercise can become addictive so it’s no 
surprise that those who cycle to work have since taken up different forms of exercise. 
Those who commute by bike, and therefore exercise regularly, are also less likely to 
smoke and drink heavily and become ill less, showing a snowball effect on other areas 
of our health. If we were all to take up cycling to work, we’d not only see a much healthier 
population, but an improved economy too with workers showing increased productivity 
and taking fewer sick days.

Mr Grey Giddins, Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon at BMI Bath Clinic
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This section provides a snapshot of the UK’s current cycle to work culture, exploring 
the characteristics of the average cycle commuter, delving into why people are cycling 
to work in 2015 and unveiling new benefits.5. CYCLE COMMUTING IN 2015
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6. CYCLING TO THE FUTURE: 
 WHAT NEEDS TO IMPROVE?

The past decade has seen strong growth in cycling, particularly in terms of 
highlighting the benefits, changes to infrastructure, new government policies 
and the introduction of tax-free bike schemes.

However, there are still key areas the UK needs to address for cycling to work 
to be truly accessible to all; notably safety, the relationship between cyclists 
and motorists and the ratio of male to female cyclists.

Whilst great headway has been made in cycling to work in the past decade, the barriers 
have remained similar. We need to show people that we hear their fears and plan to 
build a country that gives them the ability to cycle safely on our roads. The UK is fast 
becoming a well respected cycling nation; we need to make sure we have the infrastructure 
to reflect this. This is why cycling organisations, government departments, employers and 
others within the cycle industry must collaborate to ensure these problems are addressed.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN CYCLING TO WORK

Cyclescheme annual survey, Feb 2015, 9,752 cyclists
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HOW WOULD CYCLISTS LIKE TO SEE CYCLING TO WORK IMPROVED IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS

Although numbers of those cycling to work are slowly on the rise in the UK, in our view 
it has still not yet become a mainstream transport option, unlike in the Netherlands, 
where cycling is seen as completely normal way of getting from A to B. People of all 
ages, shapes and sizes - from the Prime Minister to bankers to builders to pregnant 
women – go about their daily lives in the Netherlands by bike.

Lauren Harris, Dutch Embassy

British Cycling would like to see Britain transformed into a true cycling nation. This is 
no small task and requires sustained investment, leadership from the top of national 
and local government and a commitment to design cycling back into our roads and 
junctions. The creation of cycling-friendly road layouts and junctions – as well as segregated 
routes – will go a long way to influence more people to cycle to work.

Martin Key, Campaigns Manager, British Cycling
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Cyclescheme annual survey, Feb 2015, 9,752 cyclists

This section explores some of the improvements and changes that need to be made in 
order to develop the UK’s cycle to work culture.
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Cyclescheme survey by Populus,
1,179 people who work, Feb 2015

SAFETY ASIDE, THE PERSONAL BARRIERS PREVENTING PEOPLE FROM CYCLING TO WORKAn increased focus on cycling infrastructure in cities is needed. Although the UK’s 
larger cities have made good headway with this, they still do not meet the standards of 
Amsterdam or Copenhagen.

Stephen Loftus, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Brompton

There is still a long way to go with the latest Census figures showing only 3% of working 
adults choosing to cycle to work despite the fact that over 44% of these people live 
within 5 miles of their workplace. More, better, safer cycling infrastructure is a must but 
resources are also needed to ensure that those who don’t cycle but could are given 
every opportunity to help them make smarter travel choices.

Simon Gait, acting national projects co-ordinator, Workplaces, Sustrans 

It’s important to keep on having debates on cycling to keep it on the agenda; I know 
The Guardian is very good at this. With so many accidents reported, particularly in 
London, I’m concerned fear will drive people to stop cycling. Working on making sure 
that it is safe to cycle should be a priority.

Klaus Bondam, Director at Danish Cyclists’ Federation

1. Why isn’t everyone cycling?

Beyond safety concerns, barriers range from the physical, such as feeling 
too unfit or the commute being too long, to the practical, such as roads being 
too uneven to cycle or not having bike racks at work.

2. Safety

One of the core barriers preventing people from considering cycling to 
work is safety[xxiv]. Whilst this issue is being addressed and debates about 
helmet wear and formal cycle training rage on, there is unfortunately not a 
clear overnight solution.

The fact remains that too many people are being put off cycling to work because of 
safety fears. We’re seeing real progress in some regions – such as London – where 
strong leadership on cycling backed up by an investment plan is leading to some 
fantastic changes on the ground to accommodate the needs of cyclists. We need to see 
much more of this happen nationwide. Cycling to work should be an accessible and 
easy means of transport for people of all ages.

Martin Key, Campaigns Manager, British Cycling 
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6. CYCLING TO THE FUTURE: 
 WHAT NEEDS TO IMPROVE?

This section explores some of the improvements and changes that need to be made in 
order to develop the UK’s cycle to work culture.
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Improving cycle safety must be a priority in order to encourage more non-cyclists to hop 
into the saddle. Although much improvement has been made to cycling infrastructure 
in Britain, it is important to integrate cyclists and pedestrians into all transport plans 
and projects from the outset. In the Netherlands, we have been doing this for the past 
40 years, so we have something of a head start!

Lauren Harris, Dutch Embassy

Whilst we will always recommend training for beginners looking to cycle to work for 
the first time and encourage safer cycling by offering tax savings on high visibility 
clothing, bike lights, helmets and other safety measures, we believe it is an individual’s 
choice whether to undergo training or to wear a helmet when cycling to work.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme

3. The relationship between motorists and cyclists

One of the main barriers of cycling to work is the perceived conflict of interest 
between motorists and cyclists. Two thirds of cyclists say motorists’ negative 
opinions of cyclists (62%) is one of the biggest concerns in cycling to work 
at present, with most agreeing that this is the main issue they’d like to see 
changed in the next 10 years.[xxv]

Cyclescheme survey by Populus, 1,179 people who work, Feb 2015

Cyclescheme survey by Populus, 1,179 people who work, and Cyclescheme annual survey, 9,752 cyclists, Feb 2015

should take an official road safety 
75% of people think  cyclists 

 test before cycling on the roads 
there should be more training for

27% of existing cyclists believe 

new cyclists to improve safety

I was doing an on-bike interview with a reporter on the streets of London, people 
would shout at us from lorries, that’s not good.

Klaus Bondam, Director at Danish Cyclists’ Federation

The saying goes that this morning’s cyclist is this afternoon’s pedestrian and this evening’s 
motorist, yet the relationship between motorists and cyclists remains infamous and must 
improve in order for cycling to grow. For road users to see eye to eye, infrastructure 
must accommodate the growth of cyclists. Safety should be the number one priority when 
it comes to cycling, and with safety should come a respect for the roads and one another.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme

Further investment in the education of drivers and cyclists on how to travel safely is vital 
to appeasing the relationship between motorists and cyclist, as well as encourage 
more to take up the two wheel commute!

Stephen Loftus, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Brompton

WHILST THIS CONFLICT LIVES ON, NEW RESEARCH SHOWS SIGNS THAT IT IS IMPROVING 
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Cyclescheme survey by Populus, 1,179 people who work, Feb 2015
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BARRIERS TO FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN CYCLING TO WORK 

We have definitely seen an increase in the number of women cycling in urban areas 
over recent years as well as an increase in the number of women engaging with us on 
social media. These proactive women are becoming cycling advocates and we hope to 
be able to support them in encouraging friends and family into the saddle.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme

Whilst the women’s cycling movement is growing, there are still some 
personal barriers to overcome. For example, a third (31%) of women are too 
self conscious to get on a bike, either because they think people will laugh 
at them, they feel too unfit or they don’t think it’s cool.[xxviii]

4. Women and cycling to work

Whilst the ratio of male to female cycle commuters remains at around 2:1,[xxvi] 
research suggests that the perception of cycling to work amongst women is 
finally starting to change.

Seven in ten think cycling to work is more fashionable today than 10 years 
ago and around one in 20 women now cycle to work at least once a week (4%). 
More than a quarter would now consider taking to two wheels in the future.[xxvii]

This could be attributed to the growing popularity of women’s cycling fashion 
brands such as Cyclechic and Vulpine as well as female role models like 
Dame Sarah Storey and Victoria Pendleton leading by example.

For a long time women were put off cycling by two main factors: cycling's geeky or 
sporty image and safety fears. Safety is still a major barrier putting women off but 
fortunately the image of cycling has changed dramatically in the last eight years and 
this has had a positive effect in getting more women cycling.

 Caz Nicklin, Director of Cyclechic Ltd and author of The Girl's Bicycle Handbook

While the number of women cycling to work is on the rise, we’d like to see a big break-
through in the numbers deciding to give it a go. Along with other initiatives, British Cycling’s 
Breeze programme is the biggest national programme designed specifically to get more 
women cycling. Led by women, for women, Breeze is underpinned by a network of trained 
volunteers-Breeze champions, who organise local rides ranging from 6–60 miles and more.

Martin Key, Campaigns Manager,British Cycling

WEATHER

TOO LAZY HELMET HAIR

CYCLING 10:10 REPORT
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Our mission at Cyclechic is to promote cycling as a desirable lifestyle choice and we 
will continue to push this message as we feel this is a hugely powerful way to get more 
ladies on bikes.

Caz Nicklin, Director of Cyclechic Ltd and author of The Girl's Bicycle Handbook

In the Danish Cyclists Federation we say ‘for everyday cycling, wear everyday clothing’. 
There is also a Danish bon mot that goes ‘No such thing as bad weather exists; only bad 
clothing.’

Klaus Bondam, Director at Danish Cyclists’ Federation

Cyclescheme survey by Populus, 1,179 people who work, Feb 2015
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6. CYCLING TO THE FUTURE: 
 WHAT NEEDS TO IMPROVE?

This section explores some of the improvements and changes that need to be made in 
order to develop the UK’s cycle to work culture.
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127. LOOKING AHEAD TO 2025: PREDICTIONS

1. Participation rates

Year on year, the roads have been seeing more cyclists travelling to work. As 
we regularly see more cycling in the media, more people are trying it for 
themselves and realising and reaping the benefits that cycling to work has to 
offer.

Using the latest ONS figures as a base for the growth in participation rates, it 
can be deduced that 1,226,750 people will be cycling to work by 2025.

However, new research shows that the country’s thirst for cycling is only 
going to grow stronger over the next 10 years, with 27% of the population 
considering cycling to work for the first time.[xxix] Furthermore, a study of 
current cyclists reveals seven in 10 have encouraged someone else to cycle 
to work since they started, suggesting a domino effect on participation. [xxx] 
 

We know from speaking with many of our members that once you get on a bike and 
give it a try, chances are you’ll catch the cycling bug and will soon be cycling to work 
on a daily basis. That’s why days like Cycle to Work Day, every September, are really 
important, to give people an excuse to try it out for the first time.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme

2. Economy

With the predicted upward trajectory in cycling to work, the knock on effects 
to the economy as a whole and companies as a singular will prove beneficial.[xxxi] 

Research released on Cycle to Work Day 2014 proved cycling to work 
improves productivity, reduces staff turnover and decreases sick days. This 
research can be quantified as saving the economy £83m[xxxii] in prevented 
sick days annually and increasing staff productivity by 15%.[xxxiii]

We know regular exercise increases well-being. Healthy living is always a good thing 
and means improved performance for the employee, making them more productive in 
the day. Exercise is a good reliever of stress and makes you fitter, this often means less 
absence due to sickness as staff are less prone to colds. 

Cycling to work is also a great way of using your time efficiently. It means you start your 
day having given your body and mind a boost, and have achieved getting from A to B and 
done something for your health and well-being along the way. The Institute of Leadership 
and Management would like to see more employers invest more heavily in their workforce 
to optimise output in the next 10 year. Offering perks such as Cyclescheme, the UK’s 
workforce will become more productive as a result.

Sam Dukes, Head of Marketing at Institute for Leadership and Management

have increased the
61% of cycle commuters

have cycled to work

since they first began

number of times they
cycle to work say
71% of those who
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do the same
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admit they have

become addicted

on to cycle with
Half have now gone

in their spare time
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With participation rates growing, the increase in cycling commuters will have a snowball 
effect on the economy, technology, environment, health and wealth. Here we explore 
what these effects will look like by 2025.

Cyclescheme annual survey, Feb 2015, 9,752 cyclists
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3. Technology

Over recent years there have been some intelligent, alternative and peculiar 
inventions in the cycle community, from those tackling safety and security to 
others just for fun. The electric bike, portable shower cubicle, Go-Pro and Strava 
app are a few that have taken off. As cycling to work prepares for growth over 
the next 10 years, an array of new cycling technology is already on the horizon 
including the indicator cycle jacket,[xxxvii] the bicycle air bag,[xxxviii] the smrtGRiPS 
handlebar offering eyes-free navigation[xxxix] and the extra loud bicycle horn.[xl]

This year at Brompton we are investing significantly in enhancing the digital experience 
for those that own or are interested in owning a Brompton - including the launch of new 
website, the continued development of our on line “Bike Builder” and the  development 
of a new APP for our growing Bike Hire offer across the UK.

Stephen Loftus, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Brompton

1.  Indestructible bicycle tyres
2.  Indicator cycle jacket
3.  The Hornet: extra loud bicycle horn
4.  Rust-proof bicycles
5.  Solar powered electric bicycles 
6.  Automatic-geared bicycles

7.  Bicycle satellite navigation system
8.  Augmented reality bicycle glasses
9.  Digital padlocks
10. Airbag helmets
11. Foldable e-bikes
12. Lycra alternative; Skin protecting gel

4. Environment 

While bicycles produce no air or noise pollution, they do have carbon emissions 
associated with their production and maintenance, but this is still only a 
tenth of car driving. A bicycle produces 21g of carbon emissions per km, 
whereas a car will produce 271g.[xli]

Based on the assumption that the average commute is 15km[xlii] and there is 
an average of 225 working days in the year, for every car driver who 
converts to cycling they will save 8,437,500g of CO2 over a 10 year span.

Increased cycling will also help combat the cost that congestion causes on 
England’s roads, which is currently predicted to cost £22bn by 2025.[xliii]

The impact that cycling to work can have on the environment in the next 10 years is 
pivotal. Simply by converting car drivers to cycling, we can start to lessen the £3.98bn 
impact that car emissions have on the UK each year. It’s not just the environment we’re 
harming, 5,000 people a year die from traffic pollution. The more people we get on 
bikes, the more of the planet we will save.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme 

TOP CYCLE TO WORK TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS
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5. Health and wealth

The lifesaving qualities of cycling range from reducing the risk of cardiovascular 
disease, which leads to heart disease and strokes, to cancers such as breast, 
colon and bowel.[xlv] 

If the number of journeys made by bike increased to 10%, the NHS would 
save £250m a year.[xlvi] Plus, it is estimated that if cycling increased from 2% 
to 10%, the nation would gain a combined equivalent of over a million years 
of healthy living in the next 10 years.[xlvii] 

We know that we’re supposed to have 2 hours and 30 minutes of moderate exercise 
every week, but a lot of us can’t fit it into our busy schedules. A solution to making sure 
you’re keeping on top of your exercise is by incorporating it through your commute. 
Cycling offers a low impact and moderately intense exercise that keeps your heart strong, 
fighting off Cardiovascular Disease, which is the number one cause of death globally.[xlviii]

Mr Grey Giddins, Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon at BMI Bath Clinic

Aside from health benefits, a key incentive that has attracted one in five 
cycle commuters is the cost benefits. On average, a cyclist can save £285[xlix] 
on travel. Many people who take up cycling to work also no longer need a 
gym membership, saving a further £37[l] a month on average. In 10 years, the 
average person could therefore save over £38,000. 

Research amongst our members shows that 98% of riders commute by bike for health and 
fitness reasons and a further 55% do it to save themselves some cash. The links between 
cycling, wellness and wealth are clear.

Richard Grigsby, founder, Cyclescheme
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